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No. JDA/EE-5/2020-21/D-358 Date- 18.12.2020 

MINUTES OF PRE-BlD MEETING HELD ON 17.12.2020 AT 3.00 PM AT 
MANTHAN HALL", Third Floor, Main Building, Ram Kishore Vyas Bhavan, Indira 
Circle, Jawahar Lal Nehru Marg, JDA Campus, Jaipur for the work of "Engineering 
and arehitectural consultaney for designing of major junctions for trafic solution and 

beautification works in Jaipur 

An open tender enquiry was floated on 07.12.2020 for the work of "Engineering and 
architectural consultancy for designing of major junctions for traffic solution and 
beautification works in Jaipur. The last date for the submission of bid is kept 28.12.2020. In 
continuation a scheduled pre bid mecting was held on 17.12.2020 at 3.00 PM for the said 

work at Manthan Hall. 

At the onset of the meeting a brief of the project was given by JDA officials. 

In the pre-bid mecting following prospective bidders were present: 
1. Ms. Jia Aggarwal from Nitesh Aggarwal 

2. Mr. Nand Kumar from MNIT, Jaipur 

3. Mr Syed Ali from YSCPL, Jaipur 
4. Mr. Paresh Gupta from IlF, Bangalore 
5. Mr. Shashank Jain from Sincere Architects, Jaipur 
6. Mr. Shreyash Mehrotra from Sincere Architects, Jaipur 

The prospective above listed bidders raised various queries and presented few suggestions for 

inclusion/deletion in the Tender Document of the said work and also sought some 

clarifications regarding Technical Criteria for eligibility of the said work. 

The representative of YsCPL, Jaipur also submitted their queries regarding the said work 
tender document in writing vide their letter dated 16.09.2020 handed over personally during 
in the pre bid meeting. These queries are appended below for reference: 

Response/ clarifications by JDA 

officials in prebid meeting 
S. Query/ Suggestion Raised by 

No. 
reduce the IlIF, Bangalore and Agreed. The EMD shall be as per Kindly 

carnest money from 2%| YSCPL, Jaipur 
to 1%. 

1. 
Rajasthan Gazette extra ordinary 
Notification S.No. 2 (ii)(a) 
published on dated 13.08.2020

which is as below 1% or as 

specified by the state government of 

the estimated value of subject 
matter of procurement put to bid, in | 
case of open competitive bidding. 
two-stage bidding, rate contract or 

electronic reverse auction" 
S.D. IllF, Bangalore and Agreed. The S.D. shall be as per 

Rajasthan Gazette extra ordinary 

(ii)a) 
published on dated 13.08.2020,| 
which is as below "2.5%, or as may 

reduce Kindly 
from 10% to 5%. YSCPL, Jaipur 

Notification S.No. 3 
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bidding be specified 
documents, of the amount of supply 

order in case of procurement of 

goods and services and 5% of the 

amount of work order, in case of 

procurement of works". 

The successful bidder at the time of 
signing of the contract agreement, 

may submit option for deduction of 
performance security from his each 

running and final bill@5% of the 
amount of the bill. 

in the 

Architects, | Sorted further Kindly solve the Sincere 

availability of payment Jaipur 
3. out. For any 

difficulty in JDA website or online 
filing, the bidders can contact to Sh. 

Deepak 
link at website for 

earnest money Baheti, Analyst cum 
programmer, JDA for help. M- 

9413345146 

Kindly clarify that if llIF, Bangalore 
there is any enhancing 
factor for old project as 
in Turnover 

Kindly 

4. No. 

revise the ITF, Bangalore Not acceptable. 
payment schedule and 

the initial increase 

payments at S.No. 1 of 

payment Schedule 
6. Kindly elaborate the YSCPL, Jaipur No. 

similar nature of works 
at 5.7(b) of 

whether 

ITB 

sewerage/drainage 
works can be 
considered for 
qualification 

Kindly provide some Sincere Architects, To be submitted by consultant.
formats for Schedule | Jaipur 
VIlI-D, VIII-E, VIII-F. 

7. 

3. Kindly extend the bid | MF, Bangalore Not acceptable. 

submission date for 

another 7 to 10 days. 

Criteria for technical IF, Bangalore 
regarding 

of 

9. Not acceptable. 
evaluation 

experience 

consultancy firm in 
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preparation 
approval of DPR is on 

higher 
project cost. 
lower down the criteria. 

and 

w.r.t 
Please 

side 

10. Kindly allow Not acceptable. Joint IF, Bangalore and 
YSCPL, Jaipur venture 

Turn over for such a big IIIF, Bangalore 
project (700 cr.) is 
taken as 3.00 cr., which 
seems very less. To be 
keep minimum 10 er. 

Average in previous 
three financial years. 

11 Not acceptable. 

The meeting was adjourned with thanks. 

Executtve Engineer-5 
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